Abstract -This paper presents a novel approach of vision stabilization, potentially applied to mobile robot or unmanned vehicle, which is inspired by the characteristics of human eye. Vision information processing is a key technology of intelligent mobile platform. However, in some condition, such as the vision module mount on the vehicle moving on the rugged ground, the system could not acquire stable vision, which influence the post-process of image information and make the observer uncomfortable. With video stabilization technology, the unwanted vibrations or shakes of video sequences is smoothed at real time speed. The algorithm proposed is mainly based on digital image stabilization technology, which divides the whole vision in 9 sub-area averagely, then processes searching and matching strategy by macro block with size of 16 16 or 8 8 pixels. Both the start point for searching and motion vector are predicted by the motion trend. After the motion compensation procedure, the video is stabilized. During the procedure above, the edge area of the video is lost. In this paper, a recovery method inspired by human vision is discussed, which consider the duration of vision factors. With the evaluating a sequence of unstable images acquired by vision system on the mobile robot, we can draw the conclusion that the effectiveness and validation of the method aforementioned is implemented.
I. INTRODUCTION
ISION information is a very important way for human to interface with environment around us. It also plays a critical role in many application of robot, such as tele-operation [1, 2] , robot navigation [3] [4] [5] [6] , surveillance [7] , etc.. In all the applications mentioned above, the vision system requires the information acquired clear, accuracy and stable. However, when the mobile robot moves on the rugged environment, there is vibration or shake of the vision acquisition system, especially the camera, which cause the video sequence unstable. The goal of video stabilization is to remove unwanted motion for dynamic video sequences. It plays an important role in tasks with vision information. Traditionally, there are three major stages constituting a video stabilization process: camera motion estimation, motion smoothing, and motion compensation. Numerous digital video processing techniques have been proposed in the literature to solve this problem in different perspective. S. Auberger [8] , describes a new video stabilization algorithm capable of removing the unwanted rotational and translational camera motion effectively and focuses on the low cost. A real-time, robust and practical solution is proposed in [9] by considering input video sequence a fix scene. In [10] [11] [12] , they select the scale invariant (SIFT) feature as the criterion to find the candidate block for motion estimation. Y. Matsushita [13] , proposed a approach of video stabilization that produces full-frame stabilized videos with completion method producing full-frame videos by naturally filling in missing image parts by locally aligning image data of neighboring frames. J. Yang et al. [14] , use particle filters to estimate the global camera motion between consecutive frames and get a good result, but in fact this procedure would consume two much time and reject its potential application on low cost device. K.Y. Lee et al. [15] , described a directly stabilization way for unsteady video without explicitly estimating camera motion under the assumption neither motion models nor dominant motion, which firstly extracted the robust feature trajectories from input video. A. Bosco et al. [16] , provides a novel approach for estimating the global motion between frames using a Curve Warping technology known as dynamic time warping. S. Piva et al. [17] , provides a color-based video stabilization for real-time on board object detection on high-speed trains. Y.M. Liang et al. [18] , proposed and evaluated an approach taking full advantage of the a prior information of traffic images, significantly reducing the computational and time complexities. There are also other typically video stabilization algorithms focused on different points.
With the increasing use of mobile robot or even unmanned vehicles, the demand is growing up for algorithms with capability to stabilize the video acquired efficiently at lower CPU resource cost and faster speed. There are two critical issues which decide the performance of a digital video stabilization system should be focused on. First one is inter frame motion detection with prediction algorithm. The more accurate prediction of the start search point of motion estimation means the lower source consumption and fast speed, which is more possible to realize in real time. The other one is a particular phenomenon of digital video stabilization, comparing with mechanical or optical approach. After digital video stabilization, the border area of the image is lost due to motion compensation, which is implemented by shifting the frame sequence. In many video sequence, the border area contains some useful information. Thus, the approach for border area recovery is on focus.
Considering the video stabilization problem, the same phenomenon happens to us either. When human walking or be on a vehicle, obviously, there is shake or motion of our head. However, human eyes don't suffer from unstable vision. That's attributes to the Vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR), which is also known as oculocephalic reflex. VOR is a reflex eye movement that stabilizes images on the retina during head movement by producing an eye movement. The motion vector of human head is measured by three pairs of semicircular canals, which has the same capabilities as accelerometers. Inspired by such biological mechanism, we proposed a motion vector prediction algorithm with a model considering accelerator. There is another mechanism of human eye would be imitated and benefit for border area recovery of full size video to prevent the information loss, which is also introduced in this paper.
The rest part of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the stabilization characteristics of human eye are analyzed, described and finally modeled. Framework of general and proposed bioinspired digital video stabilization method are introduced in Section III. In Section IV, specific procedure of proposed digital video stabilization with motion prediction and border area recovering are described. Section V presents description, numerical solution and verification of crucial system properties with conclusions and future works discussed in following Section VI.
II. CHARACTERISTICS OF HUMAN EYE

A. Vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR) of human eye
Vision system of human could acquire stable vision mostly relying on their intrinsic characteristics. During the motion of human head, there is a corresponding reflex eye movement, so called VOR. Through this procedure, the stabilizes images on the retina during head movement by producing an eye movement in the direction opposite to head movement, thus preserving the image on the center of the visual field. For example, when the head moves to the right, the eyes move to the left, and vice versa. Since slight head movement is present all the time, the VOR is very important for stabilizing vision: patients whose VOR is impaired find it difficult to read using print, because they cannot stabilize the eyes during small head tremors. This situation happened on mobile robot, which without the video stabilization. As a low cost solution, digital video stabilization technology is introduced, thus, there isn't any add-on components but a software solution. Assuming vision sequence of human is by consecutive frames, we define and model the relationship of global motion vectors V as following: (2) This equation is utilized to predict the motion vector of featured macro blocks.
B. Duration of vision
The phenomenon that the vision arousing from the effect of light on retina remains for some time after light stops, this effect is visual staying phenomenon, which is also named as duration of vision. This phenomenon is widely used in many video displaying products, such as the LED for digital displaying or even the frame frequency of video is considering about it. Since, it's highly correlated with time, as the border recovery technology, the following equation is defined
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where, ( , )
represents the pixel value of at ( , ) x y in image plain, and n refers to the frame number in video sequence; 1 C , 2 C are considered as coefficients. It's discussed in detail in Section IV.
III. STABILIZATION METHOD INSPIRED BY HUMAN EYE
A. Basic Model of Digital Image Stabilization
Real-time digital image stabilization is important to video cameras and consumer electronics. This technique shifts the electronic image from frame to frame of video, to counteract the motion. It uses pixels outside the border of the visible frame to provide a buffer for the motion [2] . This technique reduces distracting vibrations from videos or improves still image quality by allowing one to increase the exposure time without blurring the image. This technique does not affect the noise level of the image, except in the extreme borders when the image is extrapolated. Digital video stabilization doesn't need to add any other hardware, but a software solution. The main procedure of digital video stabilization is shown in the following figure.
During digital image processing, there are three main modules. Motion estimation calculates motion vectors, representing the moving direction and pixel distance. In this procedure consumes most time and CPU resource, which is over 65% of the total processing time. The second procedure is motion smoothing, which decides the compensation vector of unstable images to make it seems stable. The final procedure is motion compensation, in which dealing with the original unstable video and moving factors solved by motion smoothing to generate the stable video.
To implement a real-time and robust stabilization algorithm, we must focused on the motion estimation procedure, which could be analogy to VOR of human eye. There are many motion estimation method. The widely used motion estimation method is block based matching technology. However, during the estimation procedure, the size of block, the position of the block to be matched and even the searching strategy would influence the accuracy and solution speed of it. Thus, a novel fast and robust block based algorithm is required. Fig. 2 is a bioinspired method for digital image stabilization. This algorithm is a macro-block based searching and matching method after extraction of the feature position. Inspired by the knowledge VOR and duration of vision, it's considered to predict the motion vector and recover the border area during video stabilization.
B. Bioinspired Method for Video Stablization
In the algorithm proposed, the motion vector is predicted by bioinspired method and reduces the processing time in motion estimation. Border recovery is conduct after motion compensation.
IV. FEATURED MACRO-BLOCK BASED VIDEO STABILIZATION
In accordance with the traditional digital video stabilization algorithm, the bioinspired video stabilization algorithm proposed has three main steps: Motion Estimation, Motion Smoothing and Motion Compensation.
A. Motion Estimation
The most costly, yet crucial, part of image stabilization algorithms is the motion estimation step. Motion estimation determines global motion vector that describes the transformation from one 2D image to another. Commonly, it's processed from adjacent frames in the unstable video sequence. Firstly, a macro block with featured image is selected. Then, trying to match this macro block in the former frames to find the its former position. This procedure would consume most CPU resource. The definition and selection of macro block includes the feature image position, the total number of blocks and size of blocks.
Among most widely used macro block based searching and matching algorithms, they adopt variation of luminance, threshold of color, border data or gradient as the feature information. However, such features usually belongs to the moving objects themselves or the border between them and background, it would disturb the matching results and make the motion vectors acquired having less relationship with real movement. Thus, considering the reasons above and balance between horizontal and vertical direction, the macro block is selected by their position averagely, which could increase the possibilities that they are image of the background. See Fig.3 . The feature block is extracted by Scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) [10] . Determined the number of macro blocks for calculation should consider factors of both time consumption and accuracy. Increasing numbers of blocks make the matching result more reliable. However, this also causes that time consumption would increase as well. Whereas, there must be enough blocks for motion evaluation, for example, there must be at least 6 featured position for affine transformation to calculate the relative position between two frames. In the algorithm proposed, the whole frame plane is divided into 3 3 averagely. Choose one featured macro block in each sub-area, thus there is totally 9 blocks.
There are many motion estimation strategy for reference, thus, to be consistence with most block based algorithm, we proposed a double level macro blocks, the utilized size of macro blocks is decided as: 
After determination of both the number and size of macro blocks, the start point for searching in the former frame should be considered. Most of other algorithms don't consider the motion pattern of the unstable video. Thus, they don't predict the motion vector before the searching procedure and just start the searching and matching algorithm at the same position in reference frame. Due to there is shifting distance of consecutive frames of the unstable video, the searching strategy without prediction of start point means huge resource consumption and low efficiency. In some situation, there is featured pattern of the motion which leads to the video unstable, for example, the camera mounted on the mobile robot which moving on rugged environment. After analyzing the characteristics of such motion, we make the assumption as following: 
Assumption 1: Reciprocating characteristics
Both the vision acquisition module mount on the vehicles moving on the rugged terrestrial and the surveillance system of the high mast, will offset their initial position and posture slightly by the external force, for example, posture variation of the vehicle and the mast blew. This causes the image jitter. The conclusion that there is a reciprocating motion is drawn. While the external force disappears or the platform with camera is stable gradually, the range of offset is weaken and restored. We can assume that this reciprocating motion is along a line in the image plane, which determined by the former motion vector. The searching strategy proposed start this processing in this direction.
To estimate the motion vector can be previous frame image motion deviation on the current image. The assumption is that the continuous images before and aftermotion vector two frames in the same line, namely the previous frame motion vectorin block center point. The line. Characteristics of block search starting point in this line.
Assumption 2: Motion vector predictable
The vision module on the mobile robot could endure a vibration at less than 10Hz, while the amplitude like a sine wave. Most common sample frequency of camera is 25fps~30fps, which means at least 2 frames of the same period of vibration could be acquired. To be consistent with Assumption 1 and the characteristic that jittering in vertical direction is more serious than that of horizontal direction, the start position for searching is defined as
( 1) The search strategy for featured block is performed by combination with both large diamond search and small diamond search, which result in block motion vector. This algorithm is applied because it could reduce the resource consumption comparing to Full Search Strategy. Match level is evaluated at each candidate matching point. Sum of Absolute Difference (SAD) is adopt to represent the quality of matching level. 
B. Motion Smoothing
After the motion estimation was completed, nine local motion vector feature blocks will be solved. In order to remove the vectors that belong to the moving target in the image, the consistency evaluation for the nine local motion vector was required before determining the global motion vector. The motion smoothing algorithm used in this paper is:
1)Global motion vector calculation 
where, N=9 was used in this algorithm. 2)Eligible motion vector selection Firstly, each Euclidean distance between the nine feature vectors and the mean should be calculated. Then the six motion vectors, which have the nearest distance to the mean value were selected as the effective feature vectors.
C. Motion Compensation
The geometric transformation between two consecutive frames can be described by a homograph. Estimating a full 3D model of the scene including depth, while desirable, generally results in ill-posed, complex problem that form a field of research on its own. Therefore, the 2D affine motion model is adopted in this paper. The affine transformation model can be expressed as:
The affine transformation matrix can be obtained after substituting the motion vector of the six effective featured blocks, which were accumulated after motion smoothing. Then the image can be achieved after the transformation for the current image using the affine matrix.
D. Border Area Recovery
After a video was stabilized, the data loss of the image edge, the border area, is a drawback in electronic image stabilization technology. Usually the solution is use pixels, which have the gray value at median, 125/255, to fill the image area. The approach employed in this paper was inspired by the human characteristic. If the image edge data were lost, the current image edge data can be obtained using the edge data of the two frames image before as the reference frames. The relationship is shown in Eq. x y in the area of data lost, and n refers to the frame number; 1 C , 2 C are persistence coefficients, set at 0.7 and 0.3 respectively. In addition, the color data can be obtained using the same method. Finally, the compensated stabilization image will be achieved after the junction of images was smoothed.
V. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Experiments for evaluation the effectiveness and validation were implemented on the vision platform with jitter characteristics, and the jitter frequency fluctuated randomly from 10Hz to 15Hz. Experimental system mainly includes a camera that can obtain the real-time image data at 30fps, and a embedded industrial computer with 1.3G core processor, 512M memory card and Embedded Windows operating system.
The reference video is processed according to the proposed algorithm in this paper. The capture image size was 800 × 600, the frame rate was 30fps, and the characterized block size was 16 × 16 as the determination strategy aforementioned. In the test scenarios, a stationary object, which was adjusted as a reference was included. The representative original video sequence selected is shown in Fig.5 .It displays a few original frames of the reference image sequences. The image offset results can be seen utilize image edge portion and the horizontal sub-line. The results of the video sequence after stabilizing were shown in Fig.6 . To compare the results, in Fig.7 , the reference region of image, where there is a ball-like object located in the background is shown. With the help of the sub-line in the image sequence, we can found that the processed image sequence remained relatively stable. In Fig.8 show the result with border recovery.
At the time ensuring the stable effect of the video image, the expend time of a single frame and the efficiency of the motion search algorithm were critical.
The times of motion search can reflect both the indicators mentioned above. The curves shown in Fig.9 , respectively refer to the search times of Full Search algorithm [19] (FS), PMVFAST [20] algorithm widely adopted in video coding, and the algorithm proposed in this paper. The actual search times of global search algorithm is 3 times of the times shown in the Fig.9 .
Though the Fig.9 above, we can found that the search algorithm proposed in this paper predicted the motion trend of the image based on video jitter characteristics, the search times and the amount of calculation were greatly reduced. In the reference video, the average consume time is 26ms, and it meets the real-time requirement.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have investigated the increasing demand of effective and robustness video stabilization and described an novel video stabilization algorithm inspired by characteristics of human eyes. Motion vector is predicted before motion compensation in the result of a more efficient start search point. The predictive algorithm is implemented by considering the motion vectors of a few reference frames before current one. Searching from this start point and by hybrid diamond strategy, the absolute time consumption of motion estimation reduced significantly. To overcome the problem that border area is lost after motion compensation, an image information recovering approach is conduct by imitating the duration of vision model. Finally, we select a sequence of video acquired by vision platform on mobile robot to evaluate validation and effectiveness of it. Through the results, we can draw the conclusion that the video is stable by both subjective observing and numerical analysis. Besides, the searching times for block match is reduced significantly by applying the prediction technology. With border area recovery algorithm, we can get the full size video sequence. 
